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TYCHONOFF-LIKE PRODUCT THEOREMS
FOR LOCAL TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES
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Abstract. We consider classes T of topological spaces (referred
to as T -spaces) that are stable under continuous images and fre-
quently under arbitrary products. A local T -space has for each
point a neighborhood base consisting of subsets that are T -spaces
in the induced topology. A general necessary and sufficient crite-
rion for a product of topological spaces to be a local T -space in
terms of conditions on the factors enables one to establish a broad
variety of theorems saying that a product of spaces has a certain lo-
cal property (like local compactness, local sequential compactness,
local σ-compactness, local connectedness etc.) if and only if each
factor has that local property, almost all have the corresponding
global property, and not too many factors fail a suitable additional
condition. Many of the results admit a point-free formulation; a
look at sum decompositions into components of spaces with local
properties yields product decompositions into indecomposable fac-
tors for certain classes of frames like completely distributive lattices
or hypercontinuous frames.
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0. Introduction

Undoubtedly one of the most powerful theorems in topology is Tychonoff’s
theorem, saying that arbitrary products of compact (not necessarily
Hausdorff) spaces are again compact. As observed by Kelley [9] already
in the early fifties of the last century, this theorem is equivalent to the full
Axiom of Choice (AC), while its restriction to Hausdorff spaces or even
to the much larger class of sober spaces was later shown to be equivalent
to the weaker Prime Ideal Theorem (see Łoś and Ryll-Nardzewski [12],
Johnstone [8]). In the present paper we are dealing primarily with arbi-
trary products of spaces and make permanent use of the surjectivity of
the projections; thus, it will be unavoidable to invoke the full strength
of AC, and we shall do so without particular emphasis. However, if the
Continuum Hypothesis (CH) or even the General Continuum Hypothesis
(GCH) is involved, this will be mentioned explicitly.
Of course, many variants of compactness have been studied in the past
with respect to their stability under the formation of products. Since
some weaker forms of compactness like paracompactness or countable
compactness behave badly already under the formation of products of two
factors (cf. [1, 13, 14]), we shall exclude such properties from our present
study. On the other hand, it will be reasonable to include several product-
stable properties that are not typically modified compactness properties.
A list of relevant topological properties is added at the end of this note.
Our primary concern is the study of local topological properties and their
behavior under the formation of arbitrary products. There is a weak and
a strong form of localization, which sometimes coincide, but sometimes
differ essentially. Let T be a class of topological spaces, referred to as T -
spaces. Then, by a basic T -space we mean a topological space having an
open base consisting of subsets that are T -spaces with respect to the in-
duced topology, and by a local T -space a topological space in which every
point has a neighborhood base of subsets being T -spaces with respect to
their subspace topology. Of course, every T -basic space is a local T -space,
but the converse fails, for example, if T is the class of compact spaces,
whereas both notions agree in case T is the class of connected spaces.
If we speak of local compactness or local connectedness, respectively, we
refer to the above definition for the class T of compact or connected
spaces, respectively. This definition is the one commonly adopted for lo-
cal compactness in the absence of higher separation axioms (cf. [4, 5, 8]),
because to require only at least one compact neighborhood for each point
would be too weak in order to derive substantial conclusions. However,
in the Hausdorff setting of T2-spaces, both notions of local compactness
are equivalent.
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Given an infinite cardinal κ, a union of fewer than κ T -spaces will be
referred to as a Tk-space. Our main results are:

Let S, T be classes of topological spaces such that T is closed under con-
tinuous images and a product of topological spaces is a T -space iff all
factors are T -spaces and fewer than κ are not S-spaces. Then a product
of topological spaces is a local (basic) T -space iff all factors are local (ba-
sic) T -spaces, all but finitely many are T -spaces, and fewer than κ are
not S-spaces.

Assume the class T is closed under continuous images and arbitrary prod-
ucts. If a product of spaces is a Tκ-space then all factors are Tκ-spaces
and for some λ < κ, fewer than λ factors are not T -spaces. The converse
holds if GCH is assumed and κ is a regular limit cardinal or the successor
of a regular cardinal.

Applying these two general results to various specific classes of topological
spaces, we immediately arrive at several known and some new Tychonoff-
like theorems concerning global or local properties of topological spaces.
Often the properties under consideration admit a point-free description,
that is, a characterization by properties of the open set frames that are
invariant under lattice isomorphisms. This aspect together with the fa-
miliar observation that sums of spaces turn into products of their open
set frames enables us to establish product decomposition theorems for
certain classes of frames, like supercontinuous (= completely distributive)
lattices and hypercontinuous frames.

Parts of our results are contained in the first author’s 2012 Bachelor thesis.

1. Set- and order-theoretical preliminaries

For later use, let us start by recalling a few set-theoretical conventions.
Each ordinal (number) is regarded as the set of all smaller ordinals. Thus,
λ < κ and λ ∈ κ are equivalent statements about ordinals κ and λ.
We denote by |A| the cardinality of a set A; it is the minimal ordinal
equipollent to A. A cardinal (number) is such an ordinal, equal to its
own cardinality.
Given a cardinal number κ, a set A is said to be κ-small if |A| < κ,
and, on the contrary, κ-large if |A| ≥ κ. The cardinal successor of κ is
denoted by κ+. If P is any property and (Xi : i ∈ I) is a family of sets
or spaces, we say (by slight abuse of language) that fewer than κ of the
Xi’s have property P if we mean that the set {i ∈ I : Xi has P} is κ-
small (whereas the requirement that the set {Xi : Xi has P} be κ-small
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may be weaker if some or all of the Xi’s coincide). By definition of ω,
the least infinite cardinal, “ω-small” means “finite”, and “ ‘fewer than ω”
means “finitely many”. For the cardinal successor ω1 = ω+ (the least
uncountable cardinal), “ω+-small” means “countable”.
A subset Q of a preordered set P is called cofinal if for each x ∈ P there
exists a y ∈ Q with x ≤ y. The cofinality cf(κ) of a cardinal number
κ is defined as the minimal cardinality of a cofinal subset, and κ is said
to be regular if κ = cf(κ). In that case, unions of fewer than κ sets
that are κ-small are still κ-small. We write (GCH) to indicate that the
Generalized Continuum Hypothesis is assumed, postulating the equation
κ+ = 2κ for all infinite cardinals κ. The weaker assumption that the
Continuum Hypothesis ω+ = 2ω holds is indicated by (CH). Notice the
following properties of infinite sets and cardinals:

Lemma 1.1. (1) For each infinite set I there is a partition into disjoint
subsets Ji ⊆ I with |I| = |Ji| for all i ∈ I.
(2) Each infinite cardinal κ is (isomorphic to) the ordinal sum of all
smaller ordinals.
(3) GCH assures κλ = κ for all infinite cardinal numbers κ, λ with
λ < cf(κ).

Proof. (1) Note I × I = Σi∈II =
∪
{I × {i} : i ∈ I} and |I| =

|I × I| = |Σi∈II|; so there is a bijection f : Σi∈II → I, and one may
put Ji = f [I × {i}].
(2) For ω ≤ ν < κ, the ordinal sum

∑
ι<ν ι is (isomorphic to) a unique

ordinal λν < κ (as |
∑
ι<ν ι| ≤ |ν|2 = |ν| < κ), whence

∑
ι<κ ι =

supω≤ν<κ
∑
ι<ν ι ≤ κ. The reverse inequality is obvious.

For (3), see e.g. Jech [7]. 2

Let us fix a few order-theoretical standard concepts and notations we shall
need in due course. Given a preordered (=quasiordered) set P with order
relation ≤, a subset A of P and an element x ∈ P ,

↑A := {y∈P : ∃x∈A (x≤y)} is the generated upper set (upset)

↓A := {y∈P : ∃x∈A (y≤x)} is the generated lower set (downset)

↑x := ↑{x} is the principal filter generated by x

↓x := ↓{x} is the principal ideal generated by x.

The specialization order on a space X with topology O(X) is defined by

x ≤ y ⇔ ∀U ∈ O(X) (x ∈ U ⇒ y ∈ U) ⇔ x ∈ cl{y}.
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This relation is always a preorder (=quasiorder, i.e. reflexive and tran-
sitive). It is an order (antisymmetric) iff X is T0; and it is the identity
relation iff X is T1.
Unless otherwise specified, all order-theoretical statements about topo-
logical spaces will refer to the specialization order. Thus, in a topological
space, principal ideals and point closures coincide:

↓y = {x ∈ X : x ≤ y} = cl{y}.

Hence, every open set is an upper set and every closed set is a lower set.
For a subset A of a space X, the saturation ↑A is the intersection of all
neighborhoods of A, while the closure cl A may be properly contained in
↓A; however, in A-spaces (Alexandroff discrete spaces), where arbitrary
unions of closed sets are closed, one has cl A = ↓A.
It is also helpful to notice that continuous maps f between spaces are
monotone with respect to the specialization orders, i.e., x ≤ y implies
f(x) ≤ f(y). The specialization functor, sending a space to the underlying
set endowed with the specialization order, preserves initial structures, and
in particular products:

Proposition 1.2. The product of the specialization orders of a family of
topological spaces is the specialization order of the product.

Indeed, the equivalence x ≤ y ⇔ ∀ i ∈ I (xi ≤ yi) is just a reformulation
of the well known identity cl{y} = cl

∏
i∈I{yi} =

∏
i∈I cl{yi}.

Given a cardinal number κ, a preordered set or a topological space is
said to be κ-filtered or κ-down-directed if every κ-small subset has a lower
bound. Topologically speaking, a space is κ-filtered if and only if each
κ-small set of point closures has nonempty intersection. The ω-filtered
preordered sets are just the down-directed ones. The ω-filtered spaces are
the ultraconnected ones, i.e. those nonempty spaces in which the inter-
section of any two nonempty closed sets is nonempty (see e.g. Steen and
Seebach [14]). More generally, the κ-filtered spaces are those in which
every κ-small set of nonempty closed subsets has nonempty intersection
(κ-ultraconnected spaces).

Theorem 1.3. (1) Monotone maps send κ-filtered sets to κ-filtered sets.
(2) A product of preordered sets is κ-filtered iff each factor is κ-filtered.

Proof. (1) is straightforward because monotone maps preserve lower
bounds.
(2) Suppose (Xi : i ∈ I) is a family of κ-filtered preordered sets, and
X =

∏
i∈I Xi is their product. For a κ-small A ⊆ X, each projection set
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πi[A] is a κ-small subset of Xi, so there exist lower bounds xi of πi[A], and
then x = (xi : i ∈ I) is a lower bound of A in X. The other implication
is clear by (1). 2

Corollary 1.4.
(1) Continuous maps send κ-filtered spaces to κ-filtered spaces.
(2) A product of topological spaces is κ-filtered iff each factor is κ-filtered.

Note that a subset of a space is supercompact (in the sense that it has a
least point, see Section 6) iff it is κ-filtered for all κ. Spaces with a base
of supercompact open sets are also called B-spaces, and locally super-
compact spaces (in which each point has a neighborhood base consisting
of supercompact sets) are also termed C-spaces. A-, B- and C-spaces
play a central role in the interaction between order and topology (see e.g.
[2, 3, 4]).

2. Products of spaces with local properties

In order to avoid undesired (but trivial) exceptions, all products consid-
ered in the sequel are tacitly assumed to be nonempty, and consequently,
their factors are nonempty, too. By AC, all projections

πj :
∏
i∈I Xi → Xj , x 7→ xj

are surjective, and so are all generalized projections onto subproducts:

πJ :
∏
i∈I Xi →

∏
j∈J Xj , x 7→ x|J (J ⊆ I).

For the sake of later use, we note a well-known fact, which holds in ar-
bitrary categories having products; for the case of topological spaces, see
e.g. Dugundji [1].

Lemma 2.1. Let (Xi : i ∈ I) be a family of topological spaces, and let
{Jk : k ∈ K} be a partition of I into nonempty subsets. Then∏

i∈I Xi
∼=

∏
k∈K(

∏
j∈Jk Xj).

Henceforth,

T always denotes a class of topological spaces (so-called T -spaces)
that is closed under images of continuous surjections.

In particular, the continuity and surjectivity of the generalized projections
guarantees that

if a product is in T then so is any subproduct and each factor.
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Recall that a basic T -space has an open base consisting of T -subspaces,
while in a local T -space every point has a neighborhood base consisting
of T -subspaces.
The following easy but fundamental result is due to R.-E. Hoffmann [6].

Proposition 2.2. The image of any local T -space under a continuous
open surjection is a local T -space. If a product of topological spaces is a
local T -space then all factors are local T -spaces and all but finitely many
are T -spaces. The converse holds as well if T is closed under products.
The same statements are valid when “local” is substituted by “basic”.

By the classical Tychonoff theorem, a product of topological spaces is
compact iff all factors are compact. Hence, Proposition 2.2 immediately
provides the well-known fact that a product is locally compact iff all
factors are locally compact and all but finitely many are compact, and
similar conclusions for connectedness and path-connectedness instead of
compactness.
But there are also less familiar applications of that very flexible propo-
sition. For example, calling a space compactly based if it has a base of
compact open sets, we see that a product of topological spaces is com-
pactly based iff each factor is compactly based and only a finite number
of the factors are not compact. A spectral space (see e.g. Johnstone [8]) is
compactly based, sober and coherent, where coherence means that finite
intersections of compact saturated subsets are compact (in particular, the
entire space must be compact). Up to isomorphism, the open set frames of
such spaces are exactly the coherent or arithmetic frames, or equivalently,
the ideal lattices of bounded distributive lattices. Hence, the spectral
spaces are the duals of bounded distributive lattices in the classical Stone
duality [15].
A local variant is the following: a stably compact space is a locally com-
pact, sober and coherent space (cf. [5]). Via the patch functor, these
spaces are in one-to-one correspondence with the compact pospaces (i.e.
compact topological spaces equipped with an additional closed order), and
via the open set functor, they are dual to the stably continuous frames
(see [5] for details). Since a product of spaces is sober or coherent, re-
spectively, iff each factor has the corresponding property, we have the
following consequences of Proposition 2.2:

Corollary 2.3.
(1) A product of spaces is spectral iff all factors are spectral.
(2) A product of spaces is stably compact iff all factors are stably

compact.
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(3) A product of ordered topological spaces is a compact pospace iff all
factors are compact pospaces.

Our first major theorem extends Proposition 2.2 and will serve as the clue
for many Tychonoff-like product theorems involving local properties.

Theorem 2.4. Let S be a class of topological spaces and κ an infinite
cardinal such that a product of topological spaces is a T -space iff all factors
are T -spaces and fewer than κ of them are not S-spaces.
Then a product of topological spaces is a local T -space iff all factors are
local T -spaces, all but finitely many are T -spaces, and fewer than κ are
not S-spaces.
The same conclusion holds with “basic” instead of “local”.

Proof. Let X =
∏
i∈I Xi be a local T -space. Then, by Proposition 2.2, all

factors are local T -spaces and all but finitely many are T -spaces. Suppose
that for a set K ⊆ I having cardinality κ, no Xk with k ∈ K is an S-space.
Since κ is infinite, there exists a partition of K into κ-large subsets Kl,
l ∈ L, |L| = κ (Lemma 1.1). By Lemma 2.1, the spaces Yl =

∏
k∈Kl

Xk

satisfy
∏
l∈L Yl

∼= X. As this is a local T -space, we may again apply
Proposition 2.2 to see that Yl is a T -space for all but finitely many l ∈ L.
Since L is infinite, we find an index l ∈ L such that Yl is a T -space. Thus,
by the hypothesis on S and T , the subset {k ∈ Kl : Xk ̸∈ S} is κ-small.
But Kl is κ-large, hence some Xk is an S-space – a contradiction.
The other implication is almost routine: suppose each factor Xi is a local
T -space, J = {i ∈ I : Xi ̸∈ T } is finite and {i ∈ I : Xi ̸∈ S} is κ-small.
Let U =

∏
i∈I Ui be a basic open neighborhood of x ∈ X=

∏
i∈I Xi. Then

K = {i ∈ I : Ui ̸= Xi} is finite. For i ∈ J ∪K, pick a T -neighborhood
Vi ⊆ Ui of xi, and put Vi = Xi ∈ T for i ∈ I \ (J ∪K). By the hypotheses
on S and T , the product

∏
i∈I Vi is a T -space and is a T -neighborhood

of x contained in U .
The proof for the “basic” case is quite similar. 2

To deduce Theorem 2.4, we have used a part of Proposition 2.2, which in
turn is a consequence of Theorem 2.4, by taking the special case S = T .

Let us note a further consequence of Proposition 2.2 and Corollary 1.4:
A product of topological spaces is locally κ-filtered iff all factors are locally
κ-filtered and only finitely many are not κ-filtered. In particular, a prod-
uct of topological spaces is locally ultraconnected iff all factors are locally
ultraconnected and only finitely many are not ultraconnected.
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3. Products of unions of T -spaces

Let κ be an infinite cardinal number. By a Tκ-space we mean a topological
space that is representable as a union of fewer than κ many T -subspaces.
For example, if T is the class of compact spaces, the Tω-spaces are still
compact, whereas the Tω+ -spaces are just the σ-compact ones. By our
general assumption that T is closed under continuous images, we have:
Lemma 3.1. The image of a Tκ-space under a continuous map is a Tκ-
space.

Proposition 3.2. If a product of topological spaces is a Tκ-space then
each factor is a Tκ-space, and for some cardinal λ < κ, fewer than λ
factors are not T -spaces.

Proof. Consider a product X =
∏
i∈I Xi and suppose X =

∪
j∈J Yj for

some κ-small set J and certain Yj ∈ T . That the factors Xi must be Tκ-
spaces is clear by Lemma 3.1. By way of contraposition, assume that for
each λ < κ, at least λ many factors are not T -spaces. Then, in particular,
this holds for λ = |J |. Hence, there exists a subset K of I and a bijection
g : K → J such that Xk ̸∈ T for all k ∈ K. For each k ∈ K, the set
Zk = Xk \ πk[Yg(k)] must be nonempty, since Yg(k) and so πk[Yg(k)] is a
T -space, while Xk is not. Putting Zi = Xi for i ∈ I \ K, we conclude
that no x ∈

∏
i∈I Zi can be contained in any one of the sets Yj (otherwise

xk ∈ πk[Yj ] for k = g−1(j)), a contradiction. 2

Theorem 3.3. (GCH) Let κ be a regular limit cardinal or the successor
of some regular infinite cardinal, and assume that the class T is closed
under products. Then a product of topological spaces is a Tκ-space iff all
factors are Tκ-spaces and for some cardinal λ < κ, fewer than λ factors
are not T -spaces.

Proof. Let (Xi : i ∈ I) be a family of Tκ-spaces so that J = {j∈I : Xj ̸∈T }
is λ-small for an infinite cardinal λ < κ, and for each j ∈ J there is a
λj < κ such that Xj is a union of T -subspaces Yk,j (k ∈ λj). The supre-
mum of all those λj is smaller than κ, by regularity of κ. Hence, taking
λ sufficiently large, we may assume λj = λ for all j ∈ J . For f ∈ λJ (the
set of all functions from J into λ) put Zf =

∏
i∈IWi, where Wj = Yf(j),j

for j ∈ J and Wi = Xi otherwise. By product closedness of T , each
Zf is a T -space. We have X =

∏
i∈I Xi =

∪
f∈λJ Zf , since for each

x = (xi : i ∈ I) ∈
∏
i∈I Xi and j ∈ J , there is an index f(j) such that

xj ∈ Yf(j),j , whence x ∈ Zf . It remains to check that |λJ | < κ (then
X is the union of a κ-small family of T -subspaces). Either κ is a limit
cardinal; in that case, |λJ | ≤ λλ = λ+ < κ by GCH; or, κ = ρ+ for a
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regular cardinal ρ and then |λJ | ≤ ρ|J| = ρ < κ ; for the equation ρ|J| = ρ
use |J | < ρ = cf(ρ) and Lemma 1.1 (3) in case ρ > ω.
The converse implication is assured by Proposition 3.2. 2

Corollary 3.4. (GCH) Let κ be the successor of a regular infinite cardinal
λ, and let T be closed under products. Then a product of topological
spaces is a local (resp. basic) Tκ-space iff all factors are local (resp. basic)
Tκ-spaces, all but finitely many factors are Tκ-spaces, and fewer than λ
are not T -spaces.

Proof. Apply Theorem 2.4, with Tκ instead of T and T instead of S, to
the hypothesis assured by Theorem 3.3. 2

4. κ-union compactness

In the following three sections, we have a look at some global and local
compactness properties and their productivity, in order to demonstrate
how Theorems 2.4 and 3.3 come into play.
Let us call a topological space κ-union compact if it is the union of a
κ-small family of compact subsets. In other words, for the class T of
compact spaces, the Tκ-spaces are just the κ-union compact ones, and in
particular, ω+-union compactness means σ-compactness. (We avoid the
terminology “κ-compact”, which in other contexts is reserved to mean that
every open cover contains a κ-small subcover, a generalized compactness
property we shall not discuss here; for example, “ω+-compact” means
“Lindelöf”.)
In this specific setting, Lemma 3.1, Proposition 3.2, Theorem 3.3 and
Corollary 3.4 amount to the following conclusions:

Lemma 4.1. Continuous images of κ-union compact spaces are κ-union
compact.

Proposition 4.2. If a product of topological spaces is κ-union compact
then all factors are κ-union compact, and for some λ < κ, fewer than λ
are not compact.

Theorem 4.3. (GCH) Let κ be a regular limit cardinal or the successor
of some regular infinite cardinal. Then a product of topological spaces is
κ-union compact iff all factors are κ-union compact and for a cardinal
λ<κ, fewer than λ factors are not compact.

Corollary 4.4. (GCH) Let κ be the successor of a regular infinite cardinal
λ. Then a product of topological spaces is locally κ-union compact iff all
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factors are locally κ-union compact, all but finitely many factors are κ-
union compact, and fewer than λ factors are not compact.
In particular, a product of topological spaces is (locally) σ-compact iff
all factors are (locally) σ-compact and all but finitely many factors are
compact.

As an inspection of the proof for Theorem 3.3 shows, CH is not needed
for the conclusion about the productivity of (local) σ-compactness, since
the equation ω|J| = ω holds for |J | < ω, without assuming CH.

Entirely analogous results are obtained for “connected” or “path-connected”
instead of “compact”. For example, given a regular infinite cardinal λ,

a product of topological spaces has at most λ (path) components iff all
factors have at most λ (path) components and all but fewer than λ factors
are (path) connected.

5. κ-filtered spaces and κ-sequential compactness

Recall that a topological space is said to be sequentially compact if every
sequence in the space has a convergent subsequence. More generally,
given an infinite cardinal κ, we mean by a κ-sequentially compact space a
topological space in which every κ-sequence (xν : ν ∈ κ) has a convergent
κ-subsequence (xj(ν) : ν ∈ κ) (where j : κ → κ is a strictly monotone
increasing map).
Sequential compactness is incomparable to compactness: while the ordinal
space ω+ is sequentially compact but not compact, an uncountable power
of the real unit interval is compact but not sequentially compact [14]. It is
easy to see that the class of κ-sequentially compact spaces is closed under
continuous images.
A preordered set or topological space has been called κ-filtered if each κ-
small subset has a lower bound. The previous notions are closely related.

Lemma 5.1. The following conditions on a topological spaceX are equiv-
alent:

(a) Every κ-sequence in X converges.
(b) X is κ-sequentially compact and κ-filtered.
(c) X is κ+-filtered.

Proof. (a)⇒ (b) and (c): Clearly, (a) implies κ-sequential compactness, so
it suffices to verify that (a) yields a lower bound for any subset A = {aν :
ν ∈ κ}. By Lemma 1.1 (2), one has a unique isomorphism f between κ and
the ordinal sum

∑
λ<κ λ =

∪
{λ×{λ} : λ<κ} (ordered by (ι, λ) ≤ (ι′, λ′)
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iff λ < λ′ or (λ = λ′ and ι ≤ ι′)). Define a κ-sequence (xµ : µ ∈ κ) by
xµ = aπ1◦f(µ), where π1 is the projection onto the first coordinate. This
κ-sequence converges to a point x in X. Hence, for any neighborhood U of
x, there is a λ ∈ κ such that U contains the set {xµ : λ ≤ µ < κ}. To see
that each aν ∈ A is an xµ with µ ≥ λ, write f(λ) = (ι, λ′′) and note that κ
is a limit ordinal. Hence, there exists some λ′ with max{λ′′, ν} < λ′ < κ;
it follows that f(λ) < (ν, λ′), and as f is monotone, f(µ) < (ν, λ′) for
all µ < λ. By contraposition, the unique µ with f(µ) = (ν, λ′) satisfies
λ ≤ µ and xµ = aπ1◦f(µ) = aν . Thus, each neighborhood of x contains A;
in other words, x is a lower bound of A.
(b)⇒ (c): Let A = {aν : ν ∈ κ} be any κ+-small subset of X. For each
(ordinal!) ι ∈ κ, the set {aν : ν ∈ ι} has a lower bound xι, because X
is κ-filtered and ι (a fortiori |ι|) is smaller than κ. By the hypothesis
that X is κ-sequentially compact, we find a strictly monotone increasing
τ : κ → κ such that the κ-subsequence (xτ(λ) : λ ∈ κ) converges to a
point x ∈ X. Thus, for each open neighborhood U of x, there is a µ ∈ κ
such that U contains each xτ(λ) with µ ≤ λ < κ. Now, for any ν ∈ κ,
we find a λ with µ ≤ λ < κ and ν < τ(λ). It follows that xτ(λ) ∈ U and
xτ(λ) ≤ aν , hence aν ∈ U (because U is an upper set). This shows that x
is a lower bound of A.
(c)⇒ (a): The range of a κ-sequence (xµ : µ ∈ κ) inX is a κ+-small subset
and has therefore a lower bound x. By definition of the specialization
order, any neighborhood of x contains the whole sequence, which then
converges to x. 2

For κ = ω, the equivalence (a)⇔ (b) was also observed by Lipparini [11].

Proposition 5.2. If a product of topological spaces is κ-sequentially com-
pact then fewer than 2κ (with GCH: at most κ) factors are not κ+-filtered.

Proof. It suffices to show that if a product of 2κ factors is κ-sequentially
compact then at least one factor is κ+-filtered. By way of contraposi-
tion, let us look at a product X =

∏
i∈I Xi of spaces none of which is

κ+-filtered, where we may assume that I is the set of all functions from
κ into κ (on account of the equation κκ = 2κ). Using Lemma 5.1, pick
for each i ∈ I a non-convergent κ-sequence (xiν : ν ∈ κ) in Xi. Consider
the elements yν ∈ X with yν,i = xii(ν) (note i(ν) ∈ κ for i ∈ I). Any
κ-subsequence of y = (yν : ν ∈ κ) is of the form y ◦ j = (yj(ν) : ν ∈ κ) for
a strictly monotone increasing j : κ → κ. Since j is injective, there is an
i ∈ I with i ◦ j = idκ. Coordinatewise, this means yj(ν),i = xii◦j(ν) = xiν .
Thus, no κ-subsequence of y converges (as some of its coordinate se-
quences do not converge) and X is not κ-sequentially compact. 2
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Theorem 5.3. (CH) (1) A product of topological spaces is sequentially
compact iff all factors are sequentially compact and all but countably many
are ω+-filtered.
(2) A product of topological spaces is locally sequentially compact iff all
factors are locally sequentially compact, all but finitely many are sequen-
tially compact, and all but countably many are ω+-filtered.

Proof. (1) It is well-known that a product of countably many sequentially
compact topological spaces is sequentially compact. Hence, if all other
factors are ω+-filtered, the whole product is still sequentially compact
(Lemma 5.1). For κ = ω, Proposition 5.2 requires only CH and provides
the other implication.
(2) Use (1) and apply Theorem 2.4 to the class S of ω+-filtered spaces
and the class T of sequentially compact spaces. 2

An independent proof of (1) under weaker cardinal assumptions was given
recently by Lipparini [11].

It would be interesting to discover how far Theorem 5.3 may be extended
to κ-sequentially compact spaces. A step in that direction is provided by:

Corollary 5.4. If κ has cofinality ω then a product of κ-sequentially
compact spaces all but countably many of which are κ+-filtered is κ-
sequentially compact.

Proof. By the product-stability of κ+-filteredness and Lemma 5.1, it
suffices to verify that for any sequence (Xn : n ∈ ω) of κ-sequentially
compact spaces, their product X is κ-sequentially compact, too. The
proof is similar to the classical case of sequential compactness but slightly
more involved. From any κ-sequence ξ = (xι : ι ∈ κ) in X, one may
extract successively κ-subsequences ξ ◦ ψn = (xψn(ι) : ι ∈ κ) such that

(1) φn : κ→ κ and ψn = φ0 ◦ ...◦φn are strictly monotone increasing
(2) n ≤ m implies ψn(ι) ≤ ψm(ι) (since each φk is extensive)
(3) the coordinate κ-subsequence (xψn(ι),n : ι∈κ) converges to some

zn in Xn.
Pick a monotone increasing cofinal subsequence (αn : n ∈ ω) of κ, put
nι := min{n ∈ ω : ι ≤ αn} for ι ∈ κ and define a κ-subsequence ξ ◦ ϱ =
(xϱ(ι) : ι ∈ κ) by ϱ(ι) = ψnι(ι). This ϱ is actually strictly monotone, since
by (1) and (2),
ι < λ < κ ⇒ nι ≤ nλ ⇒ ϱ(ι) = ψnι(ι) ≤ ψnλ

(ι) < ψnλ
(λ) = ϱ(λ).

In order to assure that ξ◦ϱ converges to z = (zn : n ∈ ω) inX, it suffices to
check that each coordinate κ-sequence (ξ ◦ ϱ)n = (xϱ(ι),n : ι∈κ) converges
to zn. To that aim, consider a neighborhood U of zn and a µ ∈ κ such
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that xψn(ι),n ∈ U for all ι ∈ κ with µ ≤ ι. We may assume µ > αn and
consequently n < nµ (otherwise µ ≤ αnµ ≤ αn). For fixed ι and the
strictly monotone increasing, hence extensive map θ = φn+1 ◦ ...◦φnι

, we
get ϱ(ι) = ψn ◦ θ(ι). Thus, ι ≤ θ(ι) and therefore xϱ(ι),n = xψn(θ(ι)),n ∈ U
for all ι with µ ≤ ι < κ, as desired. 2

6. Hypercompact and supercompact spaces

By evident reasons, we call a finitely generated upper set (fus) ↑F in a
preordered set a foot. Referring to the specialization order, a subset H
of a topological space X is called hypercompact if its saturation is a foot,
i.e., ↑H = ↑F for some finite F (contained in H); if F can be chosen to
be a singleton, H is called supercompact (see [2, 3, 4]).
As demonstrated in [4], these notions admit point-free characterizations.
An element c of a poset T is said to be hypercompact (resp. supercom-
pact or completely join-prime) if T \ ↑c is a finitely generated lower set
(resp. a principal ideal). Clearly, these properties are stronger than order-
theoretical compactness of c, which means that T \ ↑c is closed under
directed joins (cf. [4, 5, 8]). Now, it turns out that an open subset of a
topological space X is hyper- or supercompact, respectively, if and only if
it has the synonymous order-theoretical property, regarded as an element
of the open set frame O(X).
More to the point for us, not only hyper- and supercompactness, but also
local hyper- and supercompactness admit elegant point-free descriptions
– in contrast to local compactness, which is not invariant under lattice
isomorphisms between the open set frames (see [5] for a counterexample).
The supercontinuous frames (= completely distributive lattices) are, up
to isomorphism, the open set frames of locally supercompact spaces [2,
4], while the hypercontinuous frames are the open set frames of locally
hypercompact spaces (also called finitely bottomed spaces; cf. Lawson [10]).
There are several equivalent definitions of hypercontinuity. The most
topologically inspired one is this (see [5]): denoting by υP the upper or
weak topology generated by the complements of the principal ideals of a
lattice or poset P , hypercontinuity of P means that for each y ∈ P , the
set {x ∈ P : y ∈ intυP ↑x} is directed and has the join y; in the case of
a complete lattice P , the directedness condition is automatically fulfilled.
A straightforward verification confirms:

Lemma 6.1. The class of hypercompact spaces is closed under the for-
mation of continuous images.

Proposition 6.2. A product of preordered sets is a foot iff all factors are
feet and all but finitely many have least elements.
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Proof. Let
∏
i∈I Pi be a foot and find a finite F ⊆

∏
i∈I Pi with ↑F =∏

i∈I Pi. Then each factor ↑πi(F ) = Pi is a foot. Assume that infinitely
many factors do not have least elements. Thus, if F = {f1, ..., fn}, there
are distinct i1, ...in ∈ I such that Pik has no least element. This implies
that Yk = Pik\↑πik(fk) is not empty. Put Yi = Xi for i ∈ I \ {i1, ..., in}.
Then no x ∈

∏
i∈I Yi can be contained in ↑F , which is a contradiction.

Conversely, let (Pi : i ∈ I) be any family of feet such that the set J =
{i ∈ I : Pi has no least element} is finite. For each i ∈ I pick Fi ⊆ Pi with
minimal cardinality such that ↑Fi = Pi. As all Fi with i ∈ I \J are single-
tons, |

∏
i∈I Fi| = |

∏
i∈J Fi| <∞, and ↑

∏
i∈I Fi =

∏
i∈I ↑Fi =

∏
i∈I Pi.

We conclude that
∏
i∈I Pi is a foot. 2

Translating that result into the language of topological spaces, we get:

Theorem 6.3. A product of topological spaces is hypercompact iff all
factors are hypercompact and all but finitely many are supercompact.

Now, a further application of Theorem 2.4 yields:

Corollary 6.4. A product of topological spaces is locally hypercompact iff
all factors are locally hypercompact and almost all are supercompact.

Analogous conclusions hold for “supercompact” instead of “hypercompact”.
Notice that arbitrary products of supercompact spaces are supercompact.

7. κ-hypercompact spaces

A common generalization of hypercompactness and supercompactness is
provided by the following definition (see [4]). Let κ be a cardinal num-
ber. A subset H of a topological space X is called κ-hypercompact iff
there exists a κ-small subset F ⊆ X such that ↑F = ↑H. In particular,
the whole space is κ-hypercompact iff it is the saturation of a κ-small
subset. By definition, “ω-hypercompact” means “hypercompact”, and “2-
hypercompact” means “supercompact”. One easily verifies that Lemma
6.1 extends to κ-hypercompact spaces:

Lemma 7.1. The class of κ-hypercompact spaces is closed under the for-
mation of continuous images and of closed or lower subsets.

For the class T of supercompact spaces, the Tκ-spaces are just the κ-
hypercompact ones. Hence, a further application of Proposition 3.2 and
Theorem 3.3 gives:

Proposition 7.2. If a product of spaces is κ-hypercompact then so is
each factor, and for some cardinal λ < κ, fewer than λ factors are not
supercompact.
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Theorem 7.3. (GCH) Let κ be a regular limit cardinal or the successor
of a regular infinite cardinal. Then a product of topological spaces is κ-
hypercompact iff all factors are κ-hypercompact and for some λ < κ, fewer
than λ factors are not supercompact.

Finally, Theorem 2.4 with S the class of supercompact spaces and T the
class of κ-hypercompact spaces amounts to:

Corollary 7.4. (GCH) Let κ be the successor of a regular infinite cardinal
λ. A product of spaces is locally κ-hypercompact iff each factor is locally
κ-hypercompact, all but finitely many are κ-hypercompact, and fewer than
λ are not supercompact.

8. Sum decompositions of spaces and product
decompositions of frames

One useful effect of point-free thinking is the observation that sum decom-
positions of spaces into open components yield product decompositions
of the corresponding frames into indecomposable factors:

O(
∑
i∈I Xi) ≃

∏
i∈I O(Xi).

The best known class of topological spaces in which all components are
(closed and) open is that of locally connected spaces, which alternatively
may be described as basic T -spaces or as local T -spaces for the class T
of connected spaces. We are now going to single out a few specific classes
of such spaces.

Lemma 8.1. A hypercompact topological space has only finitely many
components, hence a unique finite sum decomposition into indecomposable
summands.

Proof. Since components are closed, two points in different components
have disjoint closures, hence no lower bound in the specialization order,
so the union of an infinite number of components cannot be a foot. 2

As for locally compact spaces, but by different arguments, one has:

Proposition 8.2. Any intersection of a closed or at least lower set and an
open set of a locally (κ-)hypercompact space is locally (κ-)hypercompact.

Proof. Let U be an open and A a lower set in a locally (κ-)hypercompact
space X. For x ∈ U ∩ A and a neighborhood V of x in X, we find a
(κ-)hypercompact neighborhood H ⊆ V ∩ U of x. Now, H ∩ A has the
desired properties as it is a (κ-)hypercompact neighborhood of x in U ∩A
contained in U ∩A ∩ V . 2
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Theorem 8.3. Each point of a locally hypercompact topological space has
a neighborhood base of connected hypercompact sets. Hence, every locally
hypercompact space is locally connected and has a sum decomposition into
locally hypercompact and sum-indecomposable subspaces (its components).

Proof. Let X be a locally hypercompact space and x ∈ U ∈ O(X). Then
we find a hypercompact neighborhood H ⊆ U of x. By Lemma 8.1, it
has only finitely many connected components, which are therefore clopen.
By G we denote the component of x in H. Since G is a relatively closed
subset of a hypercompact set, it is hypercompact. As it is relatively open
in H, we find a V ∈ O(X) with G = H ∩ V . Now H is a neighborhood
of x, so x is in its interior. We deduce that x ∈ intH ∩ V ⊆ G ⊆ H ⊆ U .
Thus, G is a connected hypercompact neighborhood contained in U . 2

As mentioned earlier, hyper- resp. supercontinuous frames are isomorphic
to locally hyper- resp. supercompact topologies. Now, Theorem 8.3 yields:

Corollary 8.4. Any hyper- resp. supercontinuous frame has a product
decomposition into indecomposable hyper- resp. supercontinuous factors.

Since locally connected spaces also admit a point-free description, one
has a similar product decomposition for frames in which every element
is a join of connected ones, where an element c of a bounded lattice is
connected iff a ∨ b = c and a ∧ b = 0 imply a = c or b = c.

Table: Productivity of topological properties

stable under products ? finite countable arbitrary
compact yes yes yes

countably compact no no no
paracompact no no no

Lindelöf no no no
sequentially compact yes yes no

σ-compact yes no no
supercompact yes yes yes
hypercompact yes no no

connected yes yes yes
path-connected yes yes yes

(κ-)ultraconnected yes yes yes
Ti-space (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) yes yes yes
T4-space (normal) no no no

sober yes yes yes
spectral yes yes yes

stably compact yes yes yes
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